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NEW YEAR, DELICIOUS BEERS
 HAPPY NEW YEAR from Brewery 99! The new year is often a time when we think about the
past and contemplate the future. We start to set goals for the upcoming year and hope that
we stick to our resolutions. Many people take this time to reset and take a break from their
social media accounts and TV, or heck even beer! 

Here at Brewery 99, we are doing pretty much the same thing (except for the “no beer” thing).
We are taking time to reflect on 2022, setting goals, and looking into the future of Brewery 99.  

You can see the progress we have made in the construction of the new taproom (1030 Pollock
Street). Inspections have been passed, insulation and drywall are being installed, and the
new exterior doors are ready to be put in place. The construction crew and our general
contractor (Pete Frey) have been working tirelessly to get everything ready. When will the
doors be open? We may not have an exact date yet, but soon, we promise! 
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT: DANIEL "DUNCAN" PIRAINO

Duncan Piraino, Taproom Hero

In March 2020, Duncan arrived in the dark, introduced himself, and asked for a job. Then made an
attempt to exit. I was impressed that he had taken the initiative to ask for a job and was entertained at
this attempt to open the door. He came back a few weeks later to remind me, which again, I was
impressed at his persistence and again entertained at his attempt to exit. I was immediately reminded
of my favorite Farside cartoon (see right), and I knew right away he would be a perfect fit at 99. 
--Pete Frey

Thank you Duncan for being our fire-twirling banana Dan! Here are what some of our patrons say about
Duncan:

His friendly smile. His hair!
And his knowledge of the
goings on in New Bern!--

Bev Young

Duncan is welcoming,
friendly, sweet, funny,
kind, free spirit with

amazing crocheting skills!
Always a pleasure for us
to see his face on either

side of the bar at Brewery
99!--Jacqueline Waring-

Smith

Duncan is equal parts goofy
and kind. He has an

accepting personality and
always leaves you with a

smile on your face. What we
love most is watching him
spin fire in his banana suit 

 It has been inspiring
watching Duncan grow at

Brewery 99! –Emily &
Kendall Wall

Always friendly and
open to being anyone's

crafting pal!--Rachel
Burger

A fun-lovin’, artistic bohemian with fantastic
hair. The only man who can pull off wearing
women’s sandals. I will never forget the Hot
Buttered Grits show at 99. By the end of the

show, all the members of the band were
adorned with crocheted berets. --A'Lissa Clark

 

His beautiful smile that
greets us all the time!

Always happy to chitchat
pretty much about

anything with anyone
(personable), his crazy

outfits that seem to fit his
personality spot on and of
course his fire twirling!--

Patty Rudy-Mallad

Sign Our Yearbook!
 

We would love to have you
sign our first ever Brewery 99
Yearbook. You can find it in

the taproom. Ask your
bartender for a pen! 

HAPPENING IN THE TAPROOM

Duncan has the sweetest
spirit and an infectious

smile! He treats everyone
as a friend and you can’t

help but love him.
--Dawn Jones

Duncan is an extremely
talented free spirit and kind

soul. He is also a very
unique and eccentric

person. (Like me but cooler )
I love his fashion sense and
wish I could dress like him

on a daily basis. He’s a good
friend of mine although we
haven’t hung out in quite

some time. –Hunter Lamm

January 2023

1/6: All About Churros
1/7: LIVE MUSIC with The Mad Fiddler
       & Bokaninas Pacific Island Fusion
1/12: Ellie Whites' Birthday, Friend of 99 
1/14: A'Lissa's Birthday, 99's Chief Optimist!
          All About Churros
1/20: Tanja's Hella Fat Food Truck
1/21: Bokaninas Pacific Island Fusion
**Oysters Every Wednesday
**CSA Pick up Every Thursday


